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Proposed change affects: a (U)SIM ME/UE Radio Access Network Core Network X

Title: a Add text to clarify requirements on support of methods

Source: a CN5

Work item code:a OSA2 Date: a 12/07/2002

Category: a F Release: a REL-5
Use one of the following categories:

F  (correction)
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invocation with the exception P_METHOD_NOT_SUPPORTED, or is it required
to support the functionality described and defined by the method?

Summary of change:a Add text to clause 4 to indicate that support or implementation of a method
requires that the functionality of the method be supported or implemented.
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not approved:
Different vendors and application developers will each build equipment and
applications which they claim to be conformant, but which will never interwork.

Clauses affected: a 4

Other specs a  Other core specifications a

affected:  Test specifications
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How to create CRs using this form:
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4  Generic and Call User Interaction SCF
The Generic User Interaction service capability feature is used by applications to interact with end users. It consists of
two interfaces:

1) User Interaction Manager, containing management functions for User Interaction related issues;

2) Generic User Interaction, containing methods to interact with an end-user.

The Generic User Interaction service capability feature is described in terms of the methods in the Generic User
Interaction interfaces.

The following table gives an overview of the Generic User Interaction methods and to which interfaces these methods
belong.

Table 1: Overview of Generic User Interaction interfaces and their methods

User Interaction Manager Generic User Interaction
createUI sendInfoReq
createUICall sendInfoRes
createNotification sendInfoErr
destroyUINotification sendInfoAndCollectReq
reportNotification sendInfoAndCollectRes
userInteractionAborted sendInfoAndCollectErr
userInteractionNotificationInterrupted release
userInteractionNotificationContinued UserInteractionFaultDetected
changeNotification
getNotification
enableNotifications
disableNotifications

The following table gives an overview of the Call User Interaction methods and to which interfaces these methods
belong.

Table 2: Overview of Call User Interaction interfaces and their methods

User Interaction Manager Call User Interaction
As defined for the Generic User Interaction SCF Inherits from Generic User Interaction and adds:

recordMessageReq
recordMessageRes
recordMessageErr
deleteMessageReq
deleteMessageRes
deleteMessageErr
abortActionReq
abortActionRes
abortActionErr

The IpUI Interface provides functions to send information to, or gather information from the user, i.e. this interface
allows applications to send SMS and USSD messages. An application can use this interface independently of other
SCFs. The IpUICall Interface provides functions to send information to, or gather information from the user (or call
party) attached to a call.

The following clauses describe each aspect of the Generic User Interaction Service Capability Feature (SCF).

The order is as follows:

- The Sequence diagrams give the reader a practical idea of how each of the SCFs is implemented.

- The Class relationships clause show how each of the interfaces applicable to the SCF, relate to one another
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- The Interface specification clause describes in detail each of the interfaces shown within the Class diagram part.
This clause also includes Call User interaction.

-  The State Transition Diagrams (STD) show the transition between states in the SCF. The states and transitions
are well-defined; either methods specified in the Interface specification or events occurring in the underlying
networks cause state transitions.

- The Data Definitions clause show a detailed expansion of each of the data types associated with the methods
within the classes. Note that some data types are used in other methods and classes and are therefore defined
within the Common Data types part of this specification. .

An implementation of this API which supports or implements a method described in the present document, shall
support or implement the functionality described for that method, for at least one valid set of values for the parameters
of that method.  Where a method is not supported by an implementation of a Service interface, the exception
P_METHOD_NOT_SUPPORTED shall be returned to any call of that method.
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Source: a CN5

Work item code:a OSA2 Date: a 12/07/2002

Category: a A Release: a REL-5
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F  (correction)
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How to create CRs using this form:
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******************************** START OF FIRST CHANGE **********************************

11.9 TpUICollectCriteria
Defines the Sequence of Data Elements that specify the additional properties for the collection of information,
such as the end character, first character timeout, inter-character timeout, and maximum interaction time.

Structure Element Name Structure Element Type
MinLength TpInt32
MaxLength TpInt32
EndSequence TpString
StartTimeout TpDuration

InterCharTimeout TpDuration

The structure elements specify the following criteria:

MinLength: Defines the minimum number of characters (e.g. digits) to collect.

MaxLength: Defines the maximum number of characters (e.g. digits) to collect.

EndSequence: Defines the character or characters which terminate an input of variable length, e.g. phone
numbers.

StartTimeout: specifies the value for the first character time-out timer. The timer is started when the
announcement has been completed or has been interrupted. The user should enter the start
of the response (e.g. first digit) before the timer expires. If the start of the response is not
entered before the timer expires, the input is regarded to be erroneous. After receipt of the
start of the response, which may be valid or invalid, the timer is stopped.

InterCharTimeOut: specifies the value for the inter-character time-out  timer. The timer is started when a
response (e.g. digit) is received, and is reset and restarted when a subsequent response is
received. The responses may be valid or invalid. the announcement has been completed or
has been interrupted.

Input is considered successful if the following applies:

If the EndSequence is not present (i.e. NULLan empty string):

- when the InterCharTimeOut timer expires; or

- when the number of valid digits received equals the MaxLength.

If the EndSequence is present:

- when the InterCharTimeOut timer expires; or

- when the EndSequence is received; or

- when the number of valid digits received equals the MaxLength.

In the case the number of valid characters received is less than the MinLength when the InterCharTimeOut timer
expires or when the EndSequence is received, the input is considered erroneous.

The collected characters (including the EndSequence) are sent to the client application when input has been
successful.

******************************** END OF FIRST CHANGE *********************************
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******************************** START OF FIRST CHANGE **********************************

11.17 TpUIInfo
Defines the Tagged Choice of Data Elements that specify the information to send to the user.

Tag Element Type
TpUIInfoType

Tag Element Value Choice Element Type Choice Element Name
P_UI_INFO_ID TpInt32 InfoId

P_UI_INFO_DATA TpString InfoData

P_UI_INFO_ADDRESS TpURL InfoAddress

P_UI_INFO_BIN_DATA TpOctetSet InfoBinData

The choice elements represent the following:

InfoID: defines the ID of the user information script or stream to send to an end-user. The values of
this data type are operator specific.

InfoData: defines the data to be sent to an end-user’s terminal. The data is free-format and the
encoding is depending on the resources being used..

InfoAddress: defines the URL of the text or stream to be sent to an end-user’s terminal.

InfoBinData:       defines the binary data to be sent to an end-user’s terminal. The data is a free-format, 8-bit
quantity that is guaranteed not to undergo any conversion when transmitted.

11.18 TpUIInfoType
Defines the type of the information to be sendt to the user.

Name Value Description
P_UI_INFO_ID 0 The information to be send to an end-user consists of an ID

P_UI_INFO_DATA 1 The information to be send to an end-user consists of a data string

P_UI_INFO_ADDRESS 2 The information to be send to an end-user consists of a URL.

P_UI_INFO_BIN_DATA 3 The information to be sent to an end-user consists of a 8 bit binary data set

******************************** END OF FIRST CHANGE *********************************
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